Agreement
between
KMU boost
(Online platform)
and
Providers of solutions in the online area

Prerequisite
Shops / KMU’s with B2C offers, such as products or services, are looking for suitable digital
offers that will help them save costs or increase earnings. The search for such solutions via
partner companies, associations, interest groups or the Internet is complex.
This platform is intended to search for suitable offers for each industry; but also simplify it
across all industries.
The offers should always be up to date and can be discussed and evaluated by the users.

Obligations of the providers of solutions
Comprehensive description and timeliness
A single description for each solution should contain the components of the question,
advantages of the solution. No prices so that interested parties are directed to the website of
the provider.
If providers have several solutions in their portfolio, separate descriptions (contributions)
should be created.
Use the backend assistant (Elementor) which is easy to use and offers many options to
underline individuality.

Dealing with inquiries
Shops / KMU’s can post requests via posts. The inquiries do not have to be addressed to
specific providers, problem descriptions, inquiries for solutions, etc. contain.
Solution providers are interested in seeing these requests and responding to them via
comments. It is important that this is done via the comment function so that other interested
parties can read along.
Offers and order confirmations etc. are processed outside of this platform.
Businesses / KMU’s are welcomed to report on the implemented solutions and successes.

Dealing with ratings
Businesses / KMU’s have the opportunity to evaluate solutions or answers. These ratings must
be accepted. There is no way to change third-party comments or ratings. See also our terms
and conditions.

Account deletion
It is in the interest of the provider of digital solutions to communicate honestly and
transparently about the solutions and their use. In the best case, orders can be generated.
If the platform activities of the provider result in situations that have a negative impact on the
success of the platform, ‘KMU boost’ reserves the right to delete the provider account with the
relevant contributions. See also our terms and conditions.

Consent form
I accept this agreement and the terms and conditions.

The solution provider / company:

________________________________________________________________

Agrees with this regulation.
Place and date:

_________________________________________________________________

Signature:

_________________________________________________________________
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